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INTRODUCTION

Subjects of Empire

Real recognition of our presence and humanity would require a genuine 
reconsideration of so many people's role in North American society that 
it would amount to a genuine leap of imagination.

—Gborge Manuel and Michael Posluns, 
The Fourth World

From “Wards of the State” to 
Subjects of Recognition?

Over the last forty years, the self-determination efforts and objectives of 
Indigenous peoples in Canada have increasingly been cast in the language 

of “recognition.”' Consider, for example, the formative declaration issued by 
my people in 1975:

We the Dene of the NWT [Northwest Territories] insist on the right to be 

regarded by ourselves and the world as a nation.

Our struggle is for the recognition of the Dene Nation by the Government 

and people of Canada and the peoples and governments of the world....

-And while there are realities we are forced to submit to, such as the existence 

of a country called Canada, we insist on the right to self-determination and the 

recognition of the Dene Nation.^

Now fast-forward to the 2005 policy position on self-determination issued 
by Canada’s largest Aboriginal organization, the Assembly of First Nations 
(AFN). According to the .AFN, "a consensus has emerged... around a vision 
of the relationship between First Nations and Canada which would lead to 
strengthening recognition and implementation of First Nations’ governments.”^ 
This “vision,” the AFN goes on to explain, draws on the core principles out
lined in the 1996 Report of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples (RC-AP); 
that is, recognition of the nation-to-nation relationship between First Nations
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and the Crown; recognition of the equal right of First Nations to self- 
determination; recognition of the Crowns fiduciary obUgation to protect 
Aboriginal treaty rights; recognition of First Nations’ inherent right to self- 
government; and recognition of the right of First Nations to economically 
benefit from the use and development of their lands and resources.^ Since 
2005 the AFN has consistently reasserted and aflEirmed these guiding princi
ples at its Annual General Assembhes and in the numerous resolutions that 

these gatherings have produced.
These demands have not been easy to ignore. Because of the persistence and 

dedication of coundess Indigenous activists, leaders, communities, and orga
nizations, we have witnessed within the scope of four decades the emergence 
of an unprecedented degree of recognition for Aboriginal “cultural” rights 
within the legal and poUtical firamework of the Canadian state.^ Most signifi
cant on this front was Canada’s eventual “recognition of existing aboriginal 
and treaty rights” under section 35(1) of the Constitution Act of 1982. This 
constitutional breakthrough provided the catalyst that led to the federal govern
ment’s eventual recognition, in 1995, of an “inherent right to self-government, ^ 
as well as the groundswell of post-1982 court challenges that have sought to 
both clarify and widen the scope of what constitutes a constitutionally rec
ognized Aboriginal right to begin with. When considered from the vantage 
point of these important developments, it would certainly appear that “recog
nition” has emerged as the dominant expression of self-determination within 

the Aboriginal rights movement in Canada.
The struggle for recognition has become a central catalyst in the interna

tional Indigenous rights movement as well. As the works of Will Kymhcka, 
Sheryl Lightfoot, Ronald Neizen, and others have noted, the last three decades 
have witnessed the emergence of recognition-based approaches to Indigenous 
self-determination in the field of Indigenous-state relations in Asia, northern 
Europe, throughout the Americas, and across the South Pacific (including Aus
tralia, New Zealand, and the Pacific Islands)Although varying in institutional 
scope and scale, all of these geopohtical regions have seen the estabhshment of 
Indigenous rights regimes that claim to recognize and accommodate the poUt
ical autonomy, land rights, and cultural distinctiveness of Indigenous nations 
within the setder states that now encase them. Although my primary empiri
cal focus in Red Skin, White Masks is Canada, I suspect that readers will find 
many of my conclusions appUcable to settler-colonial experiences elsewhere.

Introduction 3

On a more discursive plane, the increase in recognition demands made 
by Indigenous and other marginalized minorities over the last forty years has 
also prompted a flurry of intellectual activity that has sought to unpack the 
complex ethical, poUtical, and legal questions that these types of claims raise. 
To date, much of this literature has tended to focus on a perceived relation
ship between the affirmative recognition and institutional accommodation 
of societal cultural differences on the one hand, and the fireedom and auton
omy of marginaUzed individuals and groups living in ethnically diverse states 
on the other. In Canada it has been argued that this synthesis of theory and 
practice has forced the state to dramaticaUy reconceptualize the tenets of its 
relationship with Indigenous peoples; whereas before 1969 federal Indian pol
icy was unapologeticaUy assimilationist, now it is couched in the vernacular of 
“mutual recognition.”®

In the foUowing chapters I criticaUy engage a multiplicity of diverse anti- 
imperiaUst traditions and practices to challenge the increasingly common
place idea that the colonial relationship between Indigenous peoples and the 
Canadian state can be adequately transformed via such a politics of recogni
tion. Following the work of Richard J. F. Day, I take “politics of recognition” to 
refer to the now expansive range of recognition-based models of Uberal plural
ism that seek to “reconcile” Indigenous assertions of nationhood with settler- 
state sovereignty via the accommodation of Indigenous identity claims in some 
form of renewed legal and poUtical relationship, with the Canadian state.’ 
Although these models tend to vary in both theory and practice, most call for 
the delegation of land, capital, and poUtical power from the state to Indigenous 
communities through a combination of land claim settlements, economic 
development initiatives, and self-government agreements. These are subse
quently the three broad contexts through which I examine the theory and 
practice of Indigenous recognition poUtics in the following chapters. Against 
this variant of the recognition approach, I argue that instead of ushering in an 
era of peaceful coexistence grounded on the ideal of reciprocity or mutual rec
ognition, the poUtics of recognition in its contemporary Uberal form prom
ises to reproduce the very configurations of colonialist, racist, patriarchal state 
power that Indigenous peoples’ demands for recognition have historicaUy 
sought to transcend.

To demonstrate the above claim. Red Skin, White Masks will theoreticaUy 
and empiricaUy map the contours of what I consider to be a decisive shift in
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the modus operandi of colonial power Mowing the hegemonization of the 
recognition paradigm following the release of the federal government s mfa- 
mous Statement of the Government of Canada on Indian Policy—aIso known 
as the “White Paper”—in i969.‘“ In the two centuries leading to this his
toric poUcy proposal-which called for the blanket assimilation of the status
Indianpopulationbyunilaterallyremovingallinstitutionally enshrined aspects

of legal and poUtical differentiation that distinguish First Nations from non- 
Native Canadians under the Indian Act—the reproduction of the colonial 
relationship between Indigenous peoples and what would eventuaUy become 
Canada depended heavily on the deployment of state power geared around 

genocidal practices of forced exclusion and assimilation.^^ Any cursory exaim- 
nation into the character of colonial Indian policy during this period wiU attest 
to this feet. For example, this era witnessed Canadas repeated attempts to 
overtly uproot and destroy the vitahty and autonomy of Indigenous modes of 
life through institutions such as residential schools,through the imposition 
of setder-state poheies aimed at expUcidy undercutting Indigenous pohtical
economies andrelations to andwithland;*^ through theviolent dispossession
of First Nation women’s rights to land and community membership under 
sexist provisions of the Indian Act;‘^ through the theft of Aboriginal children 
via racist child welfare poUciesj^^ and through the near wholesale disposses
sion of Indigenous peoples’ territories and modes of traditional governance m 
exchange for delegated administrative powers to be exercised over relatively 
minuscule reserve lands. All of these policies sought to marginalize Indigenous 
people and communities with the ultimate goal being our elimination, if not 
physically, then as cultural, political, and legal peoples distinguishable from 
the rest of Canadian society.‘« These initiatives reflect the more or less un
concealed, unilateral, and coercive nature of colonial rule during most of the 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
Although Indigenous people and communities have always found ways 

to individually and collectively resist these oppressive poUcies and practices, 
it was not until the tumultuous political climate of Red Power activism in the 
1960s and 70s that policies geared toward the recognition and so-called “rec
onciliation” of Native land and political grievances with state sovereignty 
began to appear. Three watershed events are generally recognized as shapmg 
this era of Native activism in Canada. The first was the materialization of 
widespread First Nation opposition to the previously mentioned 1969 White
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Paper. Instead of serving as a bridge to passive assimilation, the White Paper 
inaugurated an unprecedented degree of pan-Indian assertiveness and pohti
cal mobihzation. The National Indian Brotherhood (now the Assembly of 
First Nations) issued the following response to the federal government’s pro
posed initiative: “We view this as a pohey designed to divest us of our abo
riginal ... rights. If we accept this poUcy, and in the process lose our rights and 
our lands, we become willing partners in cultural genocide. This we cannot 
do.”'’ Although designed as a once-and-for-aU solution to Canada’s so-called 
“Indian Problem,” the White Paper instead became a central catalyst around 
which the contemporary Indigenous self-determination movement coalesced, 
“launching it into a determined [defense] of a unique cultural heritage and 
identity.”'® The sheer magnitude of First Nations’ resistance to the White 
Paper proposal forced the federal government to formally shelve the docu
ment on March 17,1971."’

The second watershed event occurred following the partial recognition of 
Aboriginal “title” in the Supreme Court of Canada’s 1973 Colder decision.’® 
This landmark case, which involved a claim launched by Nisga’a hereditary 
chief Frank Calder to the un-extinguished territories of his nation in north
western British Columbia, overturned a seventy-five-year precedent first 
established in St Catherine's Milling and Lumber Company v. The Queen (1888), 
which stated that Aboriginal land rights existed only insofar and to the extent 
that the state recognized them as such.’' Although technically a defeat for the 
Nisga’a, the six justices that rendered substantive decisions in Calder all agreed 
that, prior to contact, the Nisga’a indeed held the land rights they claimed in 
court.” The question then quickly shifted to whether these rights were siof- 
ficiently extinguished through colonial legislation. In the end, three justices 
ruled that the Aboriginal rights in question had not been extinguished, three 
ruled that they had, and one justice ruled against the Nisga’a based on a tech
nical question regarding whether this type of action could be levelled against 
the province without legislation permitting it, which he ruled could not.” 
Thus, even though the Nisga’a technically lost their case in a 4-3 decision, the 
Supreme Court’s ruling in Calder left enough uncertainty around the question 
of existing Aboriginal rights that it prompted a shift in the federal govern
ment’s pohey vis-4-vis Native land interests. The result was the federal gov
ernment’s 1973 Statement on Claims of Indian and Inuit People: A Federal Native 
Claims Policy, which effectively reversed fifty-two years (since the 1921 signing
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of Treaty n in the Northwest Territories with the Sahtu Dene) of state refusal 
to recognize Indigenous claims to land where the question of existing title 
remained open.^"*

The third event (or rather cluster of events) emerged following the turbu
lent decade of energy politics that followed the oil crisis of the early 1970SJ 
which subsequently fueled an aggressive push by state and industry to develop 
what it saw as the largely untapped resource potential (natural gas, minerals, 
and oil) of northern Canada.^^ The federal government’s holding of 45 per
cent equity in Panartic Oils led Indian Affairs minister Jean Chretien to state 
that “it is very seldom in pubhc hfe that a minister of a government presides 
over that kind of profit.”^* The proposed increase in northern development 
was envisioned despite concerns raised by the M6tis, Dene, and Inuit of the 
Northwest Territories regarding Canada’s proposal to sanction the develop
ment of a huge natural gas pipeline to be carved across the heartland of our 
traditional territories, as well as the resistance mounted by the Cree of north
ern Quebec against a similarly massive hydroelectric project proposed for 
their homeland in the James Bay region.^^ The effectiveness of our subsequent 
poUtical struggles, which gained unprecedented media coverage across the 
country, once again raised the issue of unresolved Native rights and title issues 
to the fore of Canadian public consciousness.

In the following chapters I will show that colonial rule underwent a pro
found shift in the wake of these important events. More specifically, I argue 
that the expression of Indigenous anticolonial nationalism that emerged dur
ing this period forced colonial power to modify itself from a structure that 
was once primarily reinforced by pohcies, techniques, and ideologies exphc- 
itly oriented around the genocidal exclusion/assimilation double, to one that 
is now reproduced through a seemingly more conciliatory set of discourses 
and institutional practices that emphasize our recognition and accommodation. 
Regardless of this modification, however, the relationship between Indigenous 
peoples and the state has remained colonial to its foundation.

Karl Marx, Settler-Colonialism, and Indigenous 
Dispossession in Post-White Paper Canada

What do I mean by a colonial—or more precisely, settler-colonial relation
ship? A settler-colonial relationship is one characterized by a particular form of 
domination-, that is, it is a relationship where power—in this case, interrelated
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discursive and nondiscursive facets of economic, gendered, racial, and state 
power-has been structured into a relatively secure or sedimented set of hier
archical social relations that continue to facihtate the dispossession of Indige
nous peop es of their lands and self-determining authority. In this respect, 
Canada is no different from most other settler-colonial powers: in the Cana

an context colonial domination continues to be structurally committed to 
mamtam-through force, fraud, and more recently, so-called "negotiations”- 
ongoing state access to the land and resources that contradictorily provide the 
matenal and spiritual sustenance of Indigenous societies on the one hand, and
he foundation of colonial state-formation, settlement, and capitalist develop

ment on the other. As Patrick Wolfe states, “Whatever settlers may say-Jd
theygenerallyhavealottosay_theprimarymotive[ofsettler-colonialism]is
not race (or rehgion, ethnicity, grade of civilization, etc.) but access to terri- 
toiy. Territoriality is settler colonialism’s specific, irreducible elemenf’^s 
f ^ "bout coloniahsm as a form of structured dispossession, I have
found It useM to return to a cluster of insights developed by Karl Marx in 
c apters 26 through 32 of his first volume of Capita/.” This section of Capi
tal IS crucial because it is there .that Marx most thoroughly links the totahzing
power ofcapta with that ofco/onia/ismbywayofhistheoryof*^^^^^
mulation. Challenging the idylhc portrayal of capitalism’s ori^s by econo- 

imsts like Ad^ Smith, Marx’s chapters on primitive accumulation highlight 
the gruesomely violent nature of the transition from feudal to capitahst social
relationsmwestemEurope(withanemphasisplacedonEngland).Marx’shis-
oricd excavation of the birth of the capitahst mode of production identifies 
host of colonial-hke state practices that served to violently strip-through 

conquest, enslavement, robbery, murder’’3o_noncapitahst producers, col 
mumties and societies from their means of production and subsistence. In 

apt a ^ ese ormative acts of violent dispossession set the stage for the emer-
^enceqfcapiyistaccumulatioiLandd^^^
ofproductionbytearingindigenous societies, peasants, and other small-scale,
^ e -sufficient agricultural producers from the source of their fivehhood-tl,. 
^It was this horrific process thaHiabhffi^^ffiT^;;^^ 
ditions undemriting the capital relation itself: it forcefully opened up what 
were once collectively held territories and resources to privatization (dispos
session and enclosure), which, over time, came to produce a “class” of worLs

compeUed to enter the exploitative realm ofthelabormarketfortheir survival
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(p™k.«ia«i».Uo„). hisBricd pwcess of primitive .cumulation *ua 
rrfHS to the violent tnmaform.Uon of noncapiMlist tonns of hfe mto capital-

“'Zcriticia purchase of Mmas prinhUve .ccumulahon the* for .nail

ing the relationship between colonial rule and capitalist accumto m e
contemporarypetiod has been the subject of much debate over thetocoup
of decades. Within andbetween the Eelds of Indigenous stud* and Mara^

poUtic J economy, these deb.tesh.ve at times hem. hostJe

*«o,«, this hostility!* led to the premature rejection
ism by some Indigenous studies scholars on the one Side, and to the belhp
ent, often ignomnt, and sometimes moist dismissal of Indigenous peoples
contribution to mdical thought and politics by Maraists “ "
ftei. nondogmatic best, however, I believe that the conversations t^l con-
tone to occur within and between these two diverse fields of cnncal m w
(especially when placed m dialog with feminist, rniarchisf queen mid po* 
colonlal editions) have the potential to shed much insight mto *e ^cUs 
colonial domination and resistance that characterize the relanonship between

white setder states and Indigenous peoples.
Tomymindthen,for Indigenous peoples to reject or Ignore the insights of

Marawouldbeamistake,especially ifthls amounts toarefusidonompm^
ctiUcally engagehis important critique of capitalist eaploitationandlus^e-

ism. As TsLhian anthropologist Charles Menzies writs, Mar*m reM 
rmcisiv. core diet helps understand the dynmnics of ft., world we h™^ ft 
•highlights the ways in which power is structured through ownershp and 
eiposTthe state’s role 'in the accumulation of capital mid the redismbutio 

of wealth from the many to the few.-» All of this is not to suggest, ho*^, 
that Marx’s contributions are without flaw, nor is it meaiit to suggst 
Marxism provids a ready-made tool for Indigenous peoples to uncnoc y 
appropriate in their struggls for land mid freedom. As suggested aWftm-
deLgMatx’stheoretical frame relevanttoacomprehensrveunderstandmg
t^Lolonialism and Indigenous resistm.ce requires that it be transformed 

i„ couvemute with die cridcd thought and prances “f “S'””; 
themselves. In the spirit of fostering this critical dialog, I sngges 
problematic features of Marx’s primitive accumulation thesis are m nee

such a transfonnation.
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The first feature involves what many critics have characterized as Marx’s 
rigidly temporal framing of the phenomenon. As early as 1899, for example, 
anarchist geographer Peter Kropotkin made note of what seemed to be an 
“erroneous division” drawn in Marx “between the primary [or primitive] 
accumulation of capital and its present day formulationP^ The critical point 
here, which many contemporary writers have subsequently picked up on, is 
that Marx tended to portray primitive accumulation as if it constituted “a pro
cess confined to a particular (if indefinite) period—one already largely passed 
in England, but still underway in the colonies at the time Marx wrote.”^ For 
Marx, although the era of violent, state dispossession may have inaugurated 
the accumulation process, in the end it is “the silent compulsion of economic 
relations” that ultimately “sets the seal on the domination of the capitalist over 
the worker.”^^ This formulation, however, clearly does not conform well to 
our present global reality. As the recent work of scholars as diverse as Da'vid 
Harvey, Silvia Federici, Taiaiake Alfred, Rauna Kuokkanen, and Andrea Smith 
(to name but a few) have highhghted, the escalating onslaught of violent, 
state-orchestrated enclosures following neoliberalism’s ascent to hegemony 
has unmistakably demonstrated the persistent role that unconcealed, violent 
dispossession continues to play in the reproduction of colonial and capitalist 
social relations in both the domestic and global contexts.^®

The second feature that needs to be addressed concerns the normative 
developmentalism that problematically underscored Marx’s original formula
tion of the primitive accumulation thesis. I stress “original” here because Marx 
began to reformulate this teleological aspect of his thought in the last decade 
of his life, and this reformulation has important implications 'with respect to 
how we ought to conceptualize the struggles of non-Western societies against 
the violence that has defined our encounter with colonial modernity. For 
much of his career, howe-ver, Marx propagated -within his writings a typically 
nineteenth-centmry modernist view of history and historical progress. This 
developmentalist ontology provided the overarching frame from which think
ers as diverse as Immanuel Kant, Georg W. F. Hegel, John Stuart Mill, and 
Adam Smith sought to unpack and historically rank-variation in “human cul
tural forms and modes of production” according to each form’s “approxi
mation to the full development of the human good.”^^ As Michael Hardt and 
Antonio Negri point out, this modernist commitment often led Marx (along 
with Engels) to depict those non-Western societies deemed to be positioned
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at the lower end of this scale of historical or cultural development ^
withouthistory,” existing “separate firomthe development of capital andlocke
in an immutable present without the capacity for historical innovation. As
aresult,Marx’smost influential work tends tonotonlyportraypnimtive accu
mulation as a historical phenomenon in the sense that it constitated a prior 
or transitional stage in the development of the capitalist mode of production, 
but that it was also a historically inevitable process that would ultimately have 
a beneficial effect on those violently drawn into the capitalist circmt Take, for 
instance, Marx’s often quoted 1853 New York Tribune writings on colomal rule 
in India. There he suggests that, although vile and barbaric in pmctice, colo
nial dispossession would nonetheless have the “revolutionary effect of bring
ing the^tic,’’“undignified,” and “stagnant” life of the Indians into the old
of capitahst-modemity and thus onto the one true path of human develop- 
nient-socialism.’’ Just as Hegel had infamously asserted before him that 
Africa exists at the “threshold ofWorld History” with “no movement or devel
opment to exhibit,” Marx would similarly come to declare that' Indian society 
has no history at aU, at least no known history- Clearly, any analysis or cri
tique of contemporary settler-colonialism must be stnpped of this Eurocen
tric feature of Marx’s original historical metanarrative.'*'

But this still raises the question of how to address this residual feature of 
Marx’s analysis. For our purposes here, I suggest that this can most effective y
be accomphshedbyconfe^fuanysfii/hngourinvestigationfrom an emphasis on
the capital relation to the colonial relation. As suggested in his critical appraisal 
ofEdwardG. Wakefield’s 1849 text, A View of the Art of Colonization, Marxwas 
primarily interested in coloniahsm because it exposed some “^th about the 
nature of capitaHsm.^ His interest in the specific character of colonial domi
nation was largely incidental. This is clearly evident in his position 011 primi
tive accumulation. As noted already, primitive accumulation invol^d a dual 
process for Marx: the accumulation of capital through violent state disposses
sion resulting in proletarianization. The weight given to these constituent ele
ments, however, is by no means equal in Marx. As he explicitly states m chap
ter 33 of Capital, Marx had Uttle interest in the condition of the colonies as 
such; rather, what caught his attention was “the secret discovered in the New 
World by the pohtical economy of the Old World, and loudly proclaimed by 
if that the capitalist mode of production and accumulation, and therefore
capitalistprivatepropertyasweU,havefortheirfundamentalconditionthe...
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expropriation of the worker” (emphasis added) When examined from this 
angle, colonial dispossession appears to constitute an appropriate object of cri
tique and analysis only insofer as it unlocks the key to understanding the nature 
of capitalism: that capital is not a “thing,” but rather a “social relation” depen
dent on the perpetual separation of workers from the means of production.''^ 
This was obviously Marx’s primary concern, and it has subsequently remained 
the dominant concern of the Marxist tradition as a whole."*^ The contextual 
shift advocated here, by contrast, takes as its analytical frame the subject posi
tion of the colonized vis-^-vis the effects of colonial dispossession, rather than 
from the primary position of “the waged male proletariat [in] the process of 
commodity production,”""* to borrow Silvia Federici’s useful formulation.

At least four critical insights into our settler-colonial present emerge from 
the resolution of these first two problems. First, by making the contextual shift 
in analysis from the capital-relation to the colonial-relation the inherent injus
tice of colonial rule is posited on its own terms and in its own right. By reposi
tioning the colonial frame as our overarching lens of analysis it becomes far 
more difficult to justify in antiquated developmental terms (from either the 
right or the left) the assimilation of noncapitalist, non-Western, Indigenous 
modes of life based on the racist assumption that this assimilation will some
how magically redeem itself by bringing the fruits of capitalist modernity into 
the supposedly “backward” world of the colonized."*^ In a certain respect, this 
was also the guiding insight that eventually led Marx to reformulate his theory 
after 1871. Subsequently, in the last decade of his life, Marx no longer condemns 
non-Western and noncapitalist social formations to necessarily pass through 
the destructive phase of capitahst development as the condition of possibility 
for human freedom and flourishing. During this period, Marx had not only 
come to view more clearly how certain features of noncapitalist and capitalist 
modes of production “articulate” (albeit asymmetrically) in a given social for
mation, but also the ways in which aspects of the former can come to inform 
the construction of radical alternatives to the latter."'®

A similar insight informed Kropotkin’s early critique of Marx as well. The 
problem for Kropotkin was that Marx not only dreW an “erroneous division” 
between the history of state dispossession and what has proven to be its per
sistent role in the accumulation process, but that this also seemed to justify 
in crude developmentalist terms the violent dispossession of place-based, 
non-state modes of self-sufficient Indigenous economic, political, and social
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activity, only this time to be carried out under the auspices of the coercive 
authority of socialist states. This form of dispossession would eventually come 
to be championed by Soviet imperialists under the banner socialist pnmitwe 
accumulation-1 suggest that by shifting our analytical frame to the coW 
relation we might occupy a better angle from which to both anticipate and 
interrogate practices of settler-state dispossession justified under otherwise 
egaUtarian principles and espoused with so-called “progressive” poUtic^ agen
das in mind. Instead, what must be recognized by those inclined to advocate 
a blanket “return of the commons” as a redistributive counterstrategy to t e 
neohberal state’s new round of enclosures, is that, in Uberal setder states such 
as Canada, the “commons” not only belong to somebody—the First Peoples^ 

this land-they also deeply inform and sustain Indigenous modes of thought 
and behavior that harbor profound insights into the maintenance of relation
ships within and between human beings and the natural world bmlt on prm- 
ciples of reciprocity, nonexploitation and respectfhl coexistence. By ignoring 
or downplaying the injustice of colonial dispossession, critical theory and left 
pohtical strategy not only risks becoming compUcit in the very structures arid 
processes of domination that it ought to oppose, but it also risks overloo - 
ing what could prove to be invaluable glimpses into the ethical practices and 
preconditions required for the construction of a more just and sustainable

world order. ,
The second insight facilitated by this contextual shift has to do with th

role played by Indigenous labor in the historical process of colonial-capital 
accumulation in Canada. It is now generally acknowledged among histories 
and pohtical economists that following the waves of colonial setdement that 
marked the transition between mercantile and industrial capitalism (rough y
spanningtheyears 1860-1914,butwithsignificantvariationbetween geograph
ical regions),Nativelaborbecameincreasingly(althoughbynomeans entire y)
superfluous to the political and economic development of the Canadian 

state.5<> Increased European settlement combined with an imported, hyper- 
exploited non-European workforce meant that, in the post-fur trade perio , 
Canadian state-formation and colonial-capitahst development required first 
and foremost land, and only secondarily the surplus value afforded by cheap 
Indigenous labor.^i xhis is not to suggest, however, that the long-term go 
of indoctrinating the Indigenous population to the principles of private prop
erty, possessive individualism, and menial wage work did not constitute an
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important feature of Canadian Indian policy. It did. As the commissioner of 
Indian Affairs in 1890 wrote: “The work of sub-dividing reserves has begun in 
earnest. The poUcy of destroying the tribal or communist system is assailed 
in every possible way and every effort [has been] made to implant a spirit of 
individual responsibility instead.”^^

When this historical consideration is situated alongside the contemporary 
fact that there has been, first, a steady increase in Native migration to urban 
centers over the last few decades, and, second, that many First Nation com
munities are situated on or near lands coveted by the resource exploitation 
industry, it is reasonable to conclude that disciphning Indigenous life to the 
cold rationality of market principles will remain on state and industry’s agenda 
for some time to follow.^^ In this respect Marx’s thesis still stands. What I want 
to point out, rather, is that when related back to the primitive accumulation 
thesis it appears that the history and experience of dispossession, not proletari
anization, has been the dominant background structure shaping the character 
of the historical relationship between Indigenous peoples and the Canadian 
state. Just as importantly, I would also argue that dispossession continues to 
inform the dominant modes of Indigenous resistance and critique that this 
relationship has provoked. Stated bluntly, the theory and practice of Indige
nous anticolonialism, including Indigenous anticapitahsm, is best understood 
as a struggle primarily inspired by and oriented around the question of land— 
a struggle not only/or land in the material sense, but also deeply informed by 
what the land as system of reciprocal relations and obligations can teach us about 
living our fives in relation to one another and the natural world in nondomi
nating and nonexploitative terms—and less around our emergent status as 
“rightless proletarians.”^ I call this place-based foundation of Indigenous decolo
nial thought and practice grounded normativity, by which I mean the modali
ties of Indigenous land-connected practices and longstanding experiential 
knowledge that inform and structure our ethical engagements with the world 
and our relationships with human and nonhuman others over time.

The third insight to flow from this contextual shift corresponds to a num
ber of concerns expressed by Indigenous peoples, deep ecologists, defenders 
of animal rights, and other advocates of environmental sustainability regard
ing perceived “anti-ecological” tendencies in Marx’s work. Although this field 
of criticism tends to be internally diverse—and some have argued, overstated (l 
am thinking here of eco-sociafists like Joel Kovel and John Bellamy Foster)—
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at its core it suggests that Marx’s perspectives on nature adhered to an instru
mental rationahty that placed no intrinsic value on the land or nature itself, 
and that this subsequently led him to uncritically champion an ideology of 
productivism and unsustainable economic progress.*^ From the vantage point 
of the capital relationship—which, I have argued, tends to concern itself most 
with the adverse structural and ideological effects stemming from expropri
ated labor—land is not exploitable, people are. I beheve that reestablishing the 
colonial relation of dispossession as a co-foundational feature of our under
standing of and critical engagement with capitalism opens up the possibihty 
of developing a more ecologically attentive critique of colonial-capitahst accu
mulation, especially if this engagement takes its cues from the grounded nor- 
mativity of Indigenous modalities of place-based resistance and criticism.

And finally, the fourth insight that flows from the contextual shift advo
cated here involves what many have characterized as Marx’s (and orthodox 
Marxism’s) economic reductionism. It should be clear in the following pages 
that there is much more at play in the contemporary reproduction of settler- 
colonial social relations than capitalist economics; most notably, the host of 
interrelated yet semi-autonomous facets of discursive and nondiscursive power 
briefly identified earher. Although it is beyond question that the predatory 
nature of capitahsm continues to play a vital role in facilitating the ongoing dis
possession of Indigenous peoples in Canada, it is necessary to recognize that 
it only does so in relation to or in concert with axes of exploitation and domina
tion configured along racial, gender, and state lines. Given the resilience of 
these equally devastating modalities of power, I argue that any strategy geared ■ 
toward authentic decolonization must directly confront more than mere eco
nomic relations; it has to account for the multifarious ways in which capital
ism, patriarchy, white supremacy, and the totalizing character of state power 
interact with one another to form the constellation of power relations that 
sustain colonial patterns of behavior, structures, and relationships. I suggest 
that shifting our attention to the colonial frame is one way to facihtate this 
form of radical intersectional analysis.*^ Seen from this Ught, the colonial rela
tion should not be understood as a primary locus or base from which these 
other forms of oppression flow, but rather as the inherited background field 
within which market, racist, patriarchal, and state relations converge to facili
tate a certain power effect—in our case, the reproduction of hierarchical social 
relations that facihtate the dispossession of our lands and self-determining
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capacities. Like capital, coloniahsm, as a structure of domination predicated 
on dispossession, is not “a thing,” but rather the sum effect of the diversity 
of interlocking oppressive social relations that constitute it. When stated this 
way, it should be clear that shifting our position to highhght the ongoing 
effects of colonial dispossession in no way displaces questions of distributive 
justice or class struggle; rather, it simply situates these questions more firmly 
alongside and in relation to the other sites and relations of power that inform 
our settler-colonial present.

With these four insights noted, I can now turn to the third and final fea
ture that needs to be addressed with respect to Marx’s primitive accumulation 
thesis. This one, which constitutes the core theoretical intervention of this 
book, brings us back to my original claim that, in the Canadian context, colo
nial relations of power are no longer reproduced primarily through overtly 
coercive means, but rather through the asymmetrical exchange of mediated 
forms of state recognition and accommodation. This is obviously quite differ
ent from the story Marx tells, where the driving force behind dispossession 
and accumulation is initially that of violence: it is a relationship of brute “force,” 
of “servitude,” whose methods, Marx claims, are “anything but idyllic.”^^ The 
strategic deployment of violent sovereign power, then, serves the primary re
productive function in the accumulation process in Marx’s writings on colonial
ism. As Marx himself bluntly put it, these gruesome state practices are what 
thrust capitahsm onto the world stage, “dripping from head to toe, from every 
pore, in blood and dirt.”^*

The question that needs to be asked in our context, however, and the ques
tion to which I provide an answer in the following chapters, is this: what are we 
to make of contexts where state violence no longer constitutes the regulative 
norm governing the process of colonial dispossession, as appears to be the case 
in ostensibly tolerant, multinational, liberal settler pohties such as Canada?^’ 
Stated in Marx’s own terms, if neither “blood and fire” nor the “silent compul
sion” of capitahst economics can adequately account for the reproduction of 
colonial hierarchies in hberal democratic contexts, what can?

Frantz Fanon and the Politics of 
Recognition in Colonial Contexts

To elucidate precisely how colonial rule made the transition from a more-or-less 
unconcealed structure of domination to a mode of colonial govemmentality
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that works through the limited freedoms afforded by state recognition and 
accommodation, I wiU be drawing significantly (but not exclusively) on the 
work of anticolonial theorist, psychiatrist, and revolutionary Frantz Fanon “
At first blush, turning to Fanon to develop an understanding of the regulat
ing mechanisms undergirding settler-colonial rule in contexts where state vio
lence no longer constitutes the norm governing the process might seem a bit 
odd to those familiar with his work. After aU, Fanon is arguably best known 
for the articulation of colonialism he develops in The Wretched of the Earth, 
where colonial rule is posited, much hke Marx posited it before him, as a struc
ture of dominance maintained through unrelenting and punishing forms of 
violence. “In colonial regions,” writes Fanon, the state “uses a language of pure 
violence. [It] does not alleviate oppression or mask domination.” Instead, "the 
proximity and frequent, direct intervention by the poUce and mihtary ensure 
the colonized are kept under close scrutiny, and contained by rifle butts and 
napalm” (emphasis added).«‘ And considering Fanon wrote The Wretched of 
the Earth during one of the twentieth century’s most gruesome anticolonial 
struggles—the Algerian war of independence (1954-62)—it is not surpris
ing that he placed so much emphasis on colonialism’s openly coercive and 
violent features. Given the severe nature of the colonial situation within which 
The Wretched of the Earth was produced one could argue that the diagnosis 
and prescriptions outlined in the text were tragicaUy appropriate to the con

text they set out to address.
But this simply is not the case in contemporary Canada, and for this reason 

I begin my investigation with a sustained engagement with Fanons earUer 
work. Black Skin, White Masks. As we shall see in the following chapter, it is 
there that Fanon offers a groundbreaking critical analysis of the affirmative rela
tionship drawn between recognition and freedom in the master/slave dialec
tic of Hegel’s Phenomenology of Spirit—z critique I claim is equally appUcable 
to contemporary Uberal recognition-based approaches to Indigenous self- 
determination in Canada.^ Fanons analysis suggests that in contexts where 
colonial rule is not reproduced through force alone, the maintenance of settler- 
state hegemony requires the production ofwhat he liked to call “colomzed sub
jects”: namely, the production of the specific modes of colonial thought, desire, 
and behavior that impUcitly or explicitly commit the colonized to the types of 
practices and subject positions that are required for their continued domma- 
tion. However, unlike the Uberalized appropriation of Hegel that continues to
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inform many contemporary proponents of identity politics, in Fanon recog
nition is not posited as a source of freedom and dignity for the colonized, 
but rather as the field of power through which colonial relations are produced 
and maintained. This “is the form of recognition,” Fanon suggests, “that Hegel 
never described.”^ Subsequently, this is also the form of recognition that I set 
out to interrogate in Red Skin, White Masks.

Outline of the Book

With these preliminary remarks made, I will now provide a brief outline of the 
structure and chapter breakdown of the book. In chapter 1,1 use Frantz Fanons 
critique of Hegel’s master/slave dialectic to challenge the now commonplace 
assumption that the structure of domination that frames Indigenous-state 
relations in Canada can be undermined via a Uberal politics of recognition.
I begin my analysis by identifying two HegeUan assumptions that continue 
to inform the poUtics of recognition today. The first, which is now uncon- 
troversial, involves recognition’s perceived role in the constitution of human 
subjectivity: the notion that our identities are formed intersubjectively through 
our complex social interactions with other subjects. As Charles Taylor influ
entially asserts: the “crucial feature of human Ufe is its fundamentally dialogi
cal character.... We define our identity always in dialogue with, sometimes in 
struggle against, the things our significant others acknowledge in us.”^ The 
second, more contentious assumption suggests that the specific structural or 
interpersonal character of our relations of recognition can have a positive 
(when mutual and affirmative) or detrimental (when unequal and disparag
ing) effect on our status ns free and self-determining agents. I draw off Fanons 
work to partially challenge this second assumption by demonstrating the ways 
in which the purportedly diversity-affirming forms of state recognition and 
accommodation defended^ysoinE^proponentr^’contemporaryTiberal rec- 

ognition politics can subtly reproduce nonmutual and unfree relations rather 
than free and mutual ones. At its core, Fanons critique of colonial recognition 
politics can be summarized like this: when delegated exchanges of recognition 
occur in real world contexts of domination thejterms of accommodation usu
ally end up being determined by and in the interests of the hegemonic partner 
in the relationshi^This is the structural problem of colonial recognition identi
fied by Fanon in Black Skin, White Masks. Fanon then goes on to demonstrate 
how subaltern populations often develop what he called “psycho-affective”
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attachments to these structuraUy circumscribed modes of recognition. For 
Fanon, these ideological attachments are essential in maintaining the economic 
and poUtical structure of colonial relationships over time. This is the subjective 
dimension to the problem of colonial recognition highlighted in Black Skin, 
White Masks. With these two interrelated problematics identified, I go on to 
conclude the chapter with a brief discussion of an alternative poUtics of recog
nition, one that is less oriented around attaining legal and pohtical recogm- 
tionby the state, and more about Indigenous peoples empowering themselves
through cultural practices ofindividual and collective self-fashioning that seek
to prefigure radical alternatives to the structural and subjective dimensions of 
colonial power identified earlier in the chapter. I call this a resurgent politics of 

recognition and take it up in more detail in my concluding chapter.
In chapters 2,3; and 4,1 set out to empirically demonstrate the largely theo

retical insights that are derived firom my appUed use of Fanon’s critique of 
Hegel’s master/slave narrative through three case studies drawn firom the post- 
1969 history of Indigenous-state relations in Canada. These case studies will 
also serve to flesh out in more detail a number of recent debates within the 
hberal recognition and identity politics literature, including those that have 

focused on the following cluster of issues and concerns.

The Left-Materialist Challenge
Theascendantstatusof“identity,'’“culture,’’and“recognitionincontempor^
pohtical struggles has not emerged without controversy. Critics on the left, for 
example, have long voiced concern over what they claim to be the excessive y 
insular and divisive character of many culture-based, identity-related move- 
ments.« More specifically, they argue that the inherently parochial and par
ticularistic orientation of recognition-based pohtics is serving (or worse, has 
already served) to undermine more egahtarian and universal aspirations, like 
those focused on class and directed toward a more equitable distnbution of 
socioeconomic goods. As Brian Barry explains: “Pursuit of the multicultural- 
ist [recognition] agenda makes the achievement of broadly based egalitarian 
policies difficult in two ways. At a minimum it diverts poUtical effort away 
from universaUstic goals. But a more serious problem is that multicultural- 
ism may very well destroy the conditions for putting together a coaUtion m 
favour of across-the-board equaUsation of opportunities and resources.’’^ In 
such contexts it would indeed appear that “recognition struggles are serving
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less to supplement, complicate and enrich redistribution struggles than to 
marginaUze, ecUpse and displace them,” as Nancy Fraser’s work suggests.*'^ In 
short, advocates of the left-materiahst critique challenge the affirmative rela
tionship drawn between recognition and freedom by many defenders of iden
tity/difference pohtics on the grounds that such a pohtics has proven itself 
incapable of transforming the generative material conditions that so often 
work to foreclose the reahzation of self-determination in the hves of ordinary 
citizens.

Chapter 2 interrogates the above challenge through an examination of the 
cultural, pohtical, and economic dynamics that informed the Dene Nation’s 
struggle for national recognition and self-determination in the 1970s and early 
1980s. During this period the Dene Nation was the main organization repre
senting the pohtical interests of the Dene peoples of the Northwest Territories, 
of which my own community is a part (the Yellowknives Dene First Nation). 
Although sensitive to certain concerns animating the left-materiahst position, 
I argue that there is nothing intrinsic to the identity-related struggles of Indig
enous peoples that predispose them to the cluster of charges noted above. To 
the contrary, I suggest that insofar as Indigenous cultural claims always involve 
demands for a more equitable distribution of land, pohtical power, and eco
nomic resources, the left-materialist claim regarding the displacement of eco
nomic concerns by cultural ones is misplaced when apphed to settler-colonial 
contexts.** However, if one takes a modified version of the displacement the
sis and instead examines the relationship between Indigenous recognition 
claims and the distinction made by Nancy Fraser between “transformative” 
and “afiirmative” forms of redistribution the criticism begins to hold more 
weight.® For Fraser, “transformative” models of redistribution are those that 
aspire to correct unjust distributions of power and resources at their source, 
whereas “affirmative” strategies, by contrast, strive to alter or modify the second- 
order effects of these first-order root causes. As we shall see with the example 
drawn from my community, the last forty years has witnessed a gradual erosion 
of this transformative vision within the mainstream Dene self-determination 
movement, which in the context of northern land claims and economic de
velopment has resulted in a partial decoupling of Indigenous “cultural” claims 
from the radical aspirations for social, political and economic change that once 
underpinned them. However, following my reading of Fanon, I argue that this 
gradual displacement of questions of Indigenous sovereignty and alternative
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poUtical economies by narrowly conceived cultural claims within the Dene 
struggle is better understood as an effect of primitive accumulation via the 
hegemonization of the Uheral discourse of recognition than due to some core 
deficiency with Indigenous cultural poUtics as such.

TheEssentialism Challenge

The second constellation of criticisms frequently leveled against the recog
nition paradigm revolves around the “essentiaUst” articulations of individual 
and coUective identity that sometimes anchor demands for cultural accommo
dation in theory and practice. In recent feminist, queer, and antiracist Utera- 
ture, the term “essentiahsm” is often used pejoratively to refer to those theories 
and social practices that treat identity categories such as gender, race, and class 
as “fixed, immutable and universal,” instead of being constructed, contingent,
andopen to “cultural variation.”’” According to AnnPhiUps, when recognition-

based models of cultural plurahsm invoke essentiaUst articulations of identity 
they risk functioning “not as a cultural liberator but as a cultural strait)acket,” 
forcing members of minority cultural groups “into a regime of authenticity, 
denying them the chance to cross cultural borders, borrow cultural influences, 
define and redefine themselves.”’^ In order to avoid this potentially repressive 
feature of identity poUtics, we are told that the various expressions of identi
fication and signification that underpin demands for recognition—such as 
“gender,” “culture,” “nationhood,” and “tradition-must remain open-ended 
and never immune from contestation or democratic deUberation. The anti- 
essentiaUst position thus poses yet another set of chaUenges to the affirmative
relationship drawnbetween recognition and freedombyuncritical supporters

of the politics of difference.
Chapter 3 unpacks some of the problems identified by the anti-essentiaUst 

challenge through a gendered analysis of the decade of Indigenous mega
constitutional pohtics spanning the patriation of Canadas Constitution Act, 
1982 and the demise of the Charlottetown Accord in 1991. The Charlottetown 
Accord was a proposed agreement struck between the federal government, 
the provincial and territorial governments, and Aboriginal representatives on 
a proposed series of amendments to the Constitution Act, 1982. Among other 
things, the amendment sought to address issues concerning the recognition of 
Quebec’s distinct status within confederation, the recognition of an Abonginal 

right to self-government, and parhamentary reform.
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Although I remain indebted to the critical insights offered by Frantz Fanon 
and activists within the Dene Nation regarding the entangled relationship 
among racism, state power, capitahsm, and colonial dispossession, all paid 
insufficient attention to the role played by patriarchy in this corrosive configu
ration of power. Recent feminist analyses of the ten-year effort to constitution
ally entrench an Aboriginal right to self-government provide a particularly 
illustrative corrective to this shortcoming. Specifically, these analyses have 
done an excellent job foregrounding the manner in which contemporary 
essentiahst articulations of Indigenous culture have converged with the legacy 
of patriarchal misrecognition under the Indian Act to discursively inform our 
recent efforts to attain recognition of a right to self-government. However, 
even though I find much of this anti-essentialist-inspired analysis compelling, 
I nonetheless hope to illuminate two problems that arise when this form of 
criticism is uncritically wielded in the context of Indigenous peoples’ strug
gles for recognition and self-determination. First, using recent feminist and 
deliberative democratic critiques of Indigenous recognition politics as a back
drop, I demonstrate how normative appropriations of social constructivism 
can undercut the liberatory aspirations of anti-essentialist criticism by fail- 
ing to adequately address the complexity of interlocking social relations that 
serve to exasperate the types of exclusionary cultural practices that critics of 
essentiahsm find so disconcerting. Second, and perhaps more problematically, 
I show that when constructivist views of culture are posited as a universal 
feature of social hfe and then used as a means to evaluate the legitimacy of 
Indigenous claims for cultural recognition against the uncontested authority 
of the colonial state, it can serve to sanction the very forms of domination and 
inequahty that anti-essentiahst criticism ought to mitigate.

Chapter 4 examines the convergence of Indigenous recognition politics with 
the more recent transitional justice discourse of “reconciliation” that began to 
gain considerable attention in Canada following the publication of the Report 
of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples (RCAP) in 1996. RCAP was estab
lished by the federal government in 1991 in the wake of two national crises that 
unraveled the previous summer and fall: the failed Meech Lake Accord and 
the armed standoff between the Mohawks of Kanesatake, Quebec, and the 
Canadian military (popularly known as the “Oka Crisis”). The commission 
was established with a sixteen-point mandate to investigate the troubled rela
tionship between Aboriginal peoples and the state, and to issue a series of
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y comprehensive recommendations that might serve to facilitate a process of 
genuine "reconciliation.” The last thirty years have witnessed a globafprolifera- 
tion of state institutional mechanisms that promote “forgiveness” and “recon- 
cihation” as a means of resolving the adverse social impacts ofvarious forms of 

^ intrastate violence and historical injustice. Originally, however, this approach 
^ to conflict resolution was developed in polities undergoing a formal “transi- 

tion” from the violent history of openly authoritarian regimes to more demo- 
^ cratic forms of rule. This chapter will explore the efficacy of transitional justice 

mechanisms—such as state apologies, commissions of inquiry, truth and rec- 
oncihation commissions, individual reparations, and so forth—when applied 

^ to the “nontransitional” context of the Canadian settler state.
'V In doing so, I argue that in settler-colonial contexts such as Canada—where
• ^ there is no formal period marking an explicit transition from an authoritarian 

5 I past to a democratic present—state-sanctioned approaches to reconciliation 
* tend to ideologically fabricate mch_a-tian§ition by narrowly situating the 

^ "if abuses of settler colonization in the past^ these situatioi«7reccmciIi^
0 ■r "tiontfedTEeSirne's temporatiy'frained'gsrtKe^ocess of individually and col- 

lectively overcoming the harmful "legacy” left in the wake of this past abuse, 
while leaving the present structure of colonial rule largely unscathed. In such 
a context, those who refuse to forgive or reconcile are typically represented 
in the policy hterature as suffering from this legacy, unable or unwilling to 

^ vj “move on” because of their simmering anger and resentment. Drawing again 
^ ^ on Frantz Fanon’s work, I challenge the ways in which Canadian reconcilia- 

^ tion poUtics tends to uncritically represent Indigenous expressions of anger 
y y and resentment as “negative” emotions that threaten to impede the realization 

I ^f reconcihation in the Uves of Indigenous people and communities on the one 

^ .^and, and between Indigenous nations and Canada on the other. Although it 
^6is on occasion acknowledged that reactive emotions like anger and resentment 
vcan generate both positive and negative effects, more often than not defenders 

of reconciliation represent these emotional expressions in an unsympathetic 
4 hght—as irrational, as physically and psychologically unhealthy, as reaction

ary, backward looking, and even as socially pathological. In contradistinction 
to this view, I argue that in the context of ongoing settler-colonial injustice. 
Indigenous peoples’ anger and resentment can indicate a sign of moral protest 
and political outrage that we ought to at least take seriously, if not embrace as 
a sign of our critical consciousness.
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rmuch Im Attribute
I ch einancipatory potential to either a Hegehan or liberal politics of recog-

ion when applied to colonial situations; this did not lead Fanon to reject 

4 {IS redirect our attention to the host o^rmative cultural practices th^t
CO omzed peoples often critically engagVSTempowertW/m, as opposed

I" of the state or other dom-
r *om. In doing so, Fanon’s position

iapparatus-asastructureofdominationpred,■cafedonourongoingdisposses-
/ite^ is r ofproducingliberatory effects.^^ The taskofchap-

th T thread in Fanon’s thought and politiL

Sartrei r, " one hand, and the negritude movement on the other. Although negri-t^tudeconstitutedadiversebodyofinter-andpostwar,francophoneb£kX

final- the inter- \

^ >^therevduationofprecolonialAfricanculturalformsasacrucialmeansof

. ^momentarily freeing the colonized from the interpellative grasp of racist mis- 
I recopon, in the end it will be shown that he shared Sartre’s unwillingness-^ 

to acknowledge the transformative role that critically revived IndigenouLl-^ A 
'^ractoes_migl^lay in the constructio^^niS;;ii;;r^^7;;j^^ 
wet ofgenocideaird land dispossession. I thus conclude the chapter witrSv 

cl^ that although insightfril in many respects, Fanon’s overly instru-"^ A 

mentd view^^Iationship between culture and decolonization renders
heoryu^^^saframeworkforunderstandingcontemporarylndig- Tv

nous s rugglesffoTs^-determination. Indigenous peoples tend to view their
resurgentpractfresofculturalseff-recognitionandempoLrmentasp^^^^^^^ 

feawofourdecolonialpoliticalprojects,nottransitionalones.
f ^ ^ reiteration of the main hne of argument de-
endedmiiedSfcin,M/hifeMa5fc5-thattheliberalrecognition-base^^^

o ffiffigenous self-detennination in Canada that began to consolidate itself
after thedemiseofthei969 White Paper hasnot only failed, butnowserves to
reproduce the very forms of colonial power which our original demands for
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recognition sought to transcend. This argument will undoubtedly be contro
versial to many Indigenous scholars and Aboriginal organization leaders inso
far as it suggests that much of our efforts over the last four decades to attain 
settler-state recognition of our rights to land and self-government have in fact 
encouraged the opposite—the continued dispossession of our homelands and 
the ongoing usurpation of oiu: self-determining authority. I suggest that this 
conclusion demands that we begin to collectively redirect our struggles away 
from a politics that seeks to attain a concihatory form of setder-state recog
nition for Indigenous nations toward a resurgent politics of recognition premised 
on self-actuahzation, direct action^anddier^rgen^eofculturalp^^ 
are^ttenti-\^to the subjective"andltructur3~compo^ion of setder-colonial
power. I thus conclude my investigation in Red Skin, White Masks with s the
ses” on Indigenous pohtics that highlight the core features of this resurgent 
approach to Indigenous decolonization in light of the Idle No More move
ment that exploded onto the Canadian pohtical scene in Canada m the late 
fall/early winter of 2012. What originally began in the fall of 2012 as an educa
tion campaign designed to inform Canadians about a particularly repugnant 
and undemocratic piece of legislation recently passed by the Canadian fed

eral government—the Jobs and Growth Act, or Bill C-4S> which threatens to 
erode Indigenous land and treaty rights as well as environmental protections 
for much of our waterways—had erupted by mid-January 2013 into a fhll-blown 
defense of Indigenous land and sovereignty. Idle No More offers a produc
tive case study through which to explore what a resurgent Indigenous politics 

might look like on the ground.

1
The Politics of Recognition in 

Colonial Contexts

Humanity does not gradually progress from combat to combat until it 
arrives atjumversal reciprocityjwhere the rule of law finally replaces 
warfare. Humanity installs each of its violences in a system of rules and 
thus proceeds from domination to domination.

—Michel Foucault, “Nietzsche Genealogy, History"

For Hegel there is reciprocity; here the master laughs at the 
consciousness of the slave. What he wants from the slave is not 
recognition but work.

—Frantz VAtioti, Black Skin, White Masks

My introductory chapter began by making two broad claims: first, I 
claimed that since 1969 we have witnessed the modus operandi of 

colonial power relations in Canada shift from a more or less unconcealed 
structure of domination to a form of colonial governance that works through 
the medium of state recognition and accommodation; and second, I claimed 
that regardless of this shift Canadian settler-colonialism remains structur
ally oriented around achieving the same power effect it sought in the pre- 
1969 period: the dispossession of Indigenous peoples of their lands and self- 
determining authority. This chapter further develops my first claim by pro
viding a theoretical account of how the pohtics of recognition has come to 
serve the interests of colonial power in the ways that it has. It is to this ques
tion, I claim, that Fanon provides a strikingly perceptive answer: in situations 
where colonial rule does not depend solely on the exercise of state violence, 
its reproduction instead rests on the abihty to entice Indigenous peoples to 
identify, either imphcitly or exphcitly, with the profoundly asymmetrical and 
nonreciprocal forms of recognition either imposed on or granted to them by 
the settler state and society.

zs
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up in more detail. And finally, in the last section, I address an important coun
terargument to my position through a critical engagement with the work of 
Anishinaabe political philosopher Dale Turner.

Recognition from Hegel’s Master-Slave to

Charles Taylor’s “Politics of Recognition”

It is now commonly acknowledged that one of Hegel’s most enduring contri
butions to contemporary social and political thought has been his concept of 
“recognition.” In the words of Nancy Fraser and Axel Honneth: “Whether the 
issue is indigenous land claims or women’s carework, homosexual marriage or 
Muslim headscarves... the term recognition [is increasingly used] to rmpack 
the normative bases of [today’s] political claims.... ‘Recognition has become 
a key word of our time.”'*

For my purposes here it will suffice to limit my discussion of Hegel’s theory 
of recognition to his chapter “Lordship and Bondage” in the Phenomenology of 
SpiritJ This narrower approach can be justified on two grounds. First, although 
others have recognized the importance of Hegel’s earlier and later writings on 
recognition, Fanon was primarily concerned, following Alexander Koj^ve and 
Jean-Paul Sartre,® with recognition as it appeared in the master/slave dialec
tic of the Phenomenology of Spirit. In this respect, it has been suggested that 
Fanon’s work be read as an important, yet largely ignored, contribution to the 
so-called Hegel “renaissance” that occurred in France’s intellectual scene after 
World War II.^ The second justification is that this chapter is not about Hegel 
per se. Rather, it concerns the contemporary appropriation (whether implicit 
or explicit) of his theory of recognition by activists, political theorists, and 
policy makers working on issues pertaining to Indigenous self-determination 
in Canada. Only once I have teased out the logic of recognition at play in 
Hegel’s master/slave narrative, can I begin to unpack and problematize this 
appropriation.

Aysuggested in the previous chapter, at its core, Hegel’s master/slave narra
tive can be read in at least two ways that continue to inform contemporary 
recognition-based theories of liberal pluralism. On the first reading, Hegel’s 
dialectic outlines a theory of identity formation that cuts against the classical 
liberal view of the subject insofar as it situates social relations at the fore of 
human subjecti-vity. On this accoimt, relations of recognition are deemed “con
stitutive of subjectivity: one becomes an individual subject only in virtue of
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recognizing, and being recognized by another subject.”® Our senses of self are 
thus dependent on and shaped through our complex relations with others. 
This insight into the intersubjective nature of identity formation underlies 
Hegels often quoted assertion that “self-consciousness exists in and for itself 
when, and by the fact that, it so exists for another; that is, it exists only in being 
acknowledged.”’

On the second reading, the dialectic moves beyond highlighting the rela
tional nature of human subjectivity to elucidate what Hegel sees as the inter
subjective conditions required for the realization of human freedom. From this 
perspective, the master/slave narrative can be read in a normative light in that 
it suggests that the realization of oneself as an essential, self-determining agent 
requires that one not only be recognized as self-determining, but that one 
be recognized by another self-consciousness that is also recognized as self- 
determining. It is through these reciprocal processes and exchanges of recog
nition that the condition of possibility for freedom emerges.'® Hence Hegel’s 
repeated insistence that relations of recognition be mutual. This point is driven 
home in the latter half of Hegel’s section “Lordship and Bondage,” when he 
discusses the ironic fate of the master in a context of asymmetrical recogni
tion. After the “life-and-death struggle” between the two self-consciousnesses 
temporarily cashes out in the hierarchical master/slave relationship, Hegel 
goes on to depict a surprising turn of events in which the master's desire for 
recognition as an essential “being-for-itself” is thwarted by the fact that he or 
she is only recognized by the unessential and dependent consciousness of 
the slave," and of course recognition by a slave hardly constitutes recognition 
at all. In this “onesided and xmequal” relationship the master fails to gain cer
tainty of “being-for-self as the truth of himself. On the contrary, his truth is in 
reahty the unessential consciousness and its unessential action.”'^ Meanwhile, 
as the master continues to wallow in his sluggish state of increased dependency, 
the slave, through his or her transformative labor, “becomes conscious of 
what he truly is” and “qua worker” comes to realize “his own independence.”'® 
Thus, in the end, the truth of independent consciousness and one’s status as 
a self-determining actor is reahzed more through the praxis of the slave— 
through his or her transformative work in and on the world. However, here it 
is important to note that for Hegel, “the revolution of the slave is not simply 
to replace the master while maintaining the unequal hierarchical recognition.” 
This, of course, would only temporarily invert the relation, and the slave would
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by recognition, bnt also its absence, “often by the misrecognition of others.
A person or a group of people can suffer real damage, real distortion, if the 
people or society around them mirror back to them a confining or demeamng
orcontemptiblepictureofthemselves.Nonrecognitionormisrecogmtioncan
inflict harm, canbe a form of oppression, imprisoning one m a false, distorte , 
and reduced mode of being.”^' This idea that asymmetrical relations of recog
nition can impede human freedom by “imprisoning” someone in a distorted 

relation-to-self is asserted repeatedly in Taylors essay. For instance, we^are 
frequently told that disparaging forms of recognition can inflict “wounds on 
their “victims,” “saddling [them] with a crippling self-hatred”; that mth- 
holding recognition can “inflict damage” on “those who are demed it. And 
given that misrecognition has the capacity to “harm” others in this manner, 
it follows, according to Taylor, that it be considered “a form of oppression on 
par with “injustices” such as “inequaUty” and “exploitabon. “ In Taylor, recog
nition is elevated to the status of a “vital human need.

At this point the practical implications of Taylor s theory begin to reveal 
themselves. In his more prescriptive moments, Taylor suggests that, in Canada, 
both the Quebecois and Indigenous peoples exemplify the types of threat
ened minorities that ought to be considered ehgible for some form of recogm-
tion capable of accommodating their cultural distinctiveness. For Indigenous 
peoples specifically, this might require the delegation of pohtical and cultur^ 
“autonomy” to Native groups through the institutions of “self-government. 
Elsewhere, Taylor suggests that this could mean “in practice allowing for a 
new form of jurisdiction in Canada, perhaps weaker than the provmces, but, 
unlike municipalities.”^ Accommodating the claims of First Nations in this 
way would ideally allow Native communities to “preserve their cultural in
tegrity” and thus help stave off the psychological disorientation and resultant 
unfreedom associated with exposure to structured patterns of mis- or nonrec- 
ognition.^’ In this way, the institutionalization of a liberal regime of reaproc 
recognition would better enable Indigenous peoples to realize their status as

distinct and self-determining actors.
Although it is true that the normative dimension of Taylors pro)ect rep

resents an improvement over Canadas “past tactics of exclusion, genocide,
andassimilation,”inthefollowingsectionIarguethatthelogicinfonmngthis

dimension—where “recognition” is conceived as something that is ultimate y 
“granted” or “accorded” a subaltern group or entity by a dominant group or
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entity—prefigures its failure to significantly modify, let alone transcend, the 
breadth of power at play in colonial relationships.^ I also hope to show that 
Fanon, whose work Taylor relies on to delineate the relationship between mis
recognition and the forms of unfreedom and subjection discussed above, 
anticipated this failure over fifty years ago.

Frantz Fanon’s “Sociodiagnostic” Critique 
OF Recognition Politics

In the second half of “The Pohtics of Recognition” Taylor identifies Fanons 
classic The Wretched of the Earth as one of the first texts to ehcit the role that 
misrecognition plays in propping up relations of domination.^’ By extension 
Fanon’s analysis in The Wretched of the Earth is also used to support one of the 
central political arguments underlying Taylor’s analysis, namely, his call for 
the cultural recognition of sub-state groups that have suffered at the hands 
of a hegemonic political power. Although Taylor acknowledges that Fanon 
advocated “violent” strug^e as the primary means of overcoming the “psycho- 
existential” complexes instilled in colonial subjects by misrecognition, he none
theless insists that Fanon’s argvnnent is applicable to contemporary debates 
surrounding the “politics of difference” more generally.^® Below I want to chal
lenge Taylor’s use of Fanon in this context: not by disputing Taylor’s assertion 
that Fanon’s work constitutes an important theorization of the ways in which 
the subjectivities of the oppressed can be deformed by mis- or nonrecogni
tion, but rather by contesting his assumption that a more accommodating, 
liberal regime of mutual recognition might be capable of addressing the power 
relations typical of those between Indigenous peoples and settler states. Inter
estingly, Fanon posed a similar challenge in his earlier work. Black Skin, White 

Masks.

Fanon’s concern with the relationship between human freedom and equal
ity in relations of recognition represents a central and reoccurring theme in 
Black Skin, White Masks.^^ As mentioned at the outset of this chapter, it was 
there that Fanon convincingly argued that the long-term stability of a colo
nial system of governance rehes as much on the “internalization” of the forms 
of racist recognition imposed or bestowed on the Indigenous population by 
the colonial state and society as it does on brute force. For Fanon, then, the 
longevity of a colonial social formation depends, to a significant degree, on its 
capacity to transform the colonized population into subjects of imperial rule.
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Here Fanon anticipates at least one aspect of the well-known work of French 
Marxist philosopher Louis Althusser, who would later argue that the reproduc
tion of capitahst relations of production rests on the “recognition function” of 
ideology, namely, the ability of a state’s “ideological apparatus” to “interpel
late” individuals as subjects of class rule.*^ For Fanon, coloniahsm operates in 
a similarly dual-structured manner: it includes “not only the interrelations of 
objective historical conditions but also human attitudes to these conditions.”^^ 
Fanon argued that it was the interplay between the structural/objective and 
recognitive/subjective features of coloniahsm that ensured its hegemony over 
time.

With respect to the subjective dimension. Black Skin, White Masks pains
takingly outlines the myriad ways in which those “attitudes” conducive to colo
nial rule are cultivated among the colonized through the unequal exchange of 
institutionalized and interpersonal patterns of recognition between the colo
nial society and the Indigenous population. In effect, Fanon showed how, over 
time, colonized populations tend to internahze the derogatory images imposed 
on them by their colonial “masters,” and how as a result of this process, these 
images, along with the structural relations with which they are entwined, 
come to be recognized (or at least endured) as more or less natural.^"^ This 
point is made agonizingly clear in arguably the most femous passage from 
Black Skin, White Masks where Fanon shares an ahenating encounter on the 
streets of Paris with a httle white child. “Look, a Negro!” Fanon recalled the 
child saying, “Moma, see the Negro! I’m frightened! frightened!”^^ At that 
moment the imposition of the child’s racist gaze “sealed” Fanon into a “crush
ing objecthood,” fixing him hke “a chemical solution is fixed by a dye.”^* He 
found himself temporarily accepting that he was indeed the subject of the 
child’s call: “It was true, it amused me,” thought Fanon.But then “I subjected 
myself to an objective examination, I discovered my blackness, my ethnic 
characteristics; and I was battered down by tom-toms, cannibahsm, intellec
tual deficiency, fetishism, racial defects.”^® Far from assuring Fanon’s human
ity, the other’s recognition imprisoned him in an externally determined and 
devalued conception of himself. Instead of being acknowledged as a “man 
among men,” he was reduced to “an object [among] other objects.”®*

Left as is, Fanon’s insights into the ultimately subjectifying nature of colonial 
recognition appear to square nicely with Taylor’s work. For example, although 
Fanon never uses the term himself, he appears to be mapping the debilitating
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effects associated with m,Recognition in the sense that Taylor uses the term, 
deed, Bkck Skin, White Masks is littered with passages highlighting the

tnnumerablewaysinwhichtheimpositionofthesettler’sUcani^ictd^^

age on Indigenous societies at both the individual and collective levels. Taylor
js more orlessexplicitabouthisdebttoFanonin this respect too. “Since 1492”
he writes Me Wretched of the Earth in mind, “Europeans have projected 
M image o [the colomzed] as somehow inferior, ‘uncivilized,’ and through
deforce ofconquesthavebeen able toimposethisimage on theconquered.-

Shn White Mash renders problematic Taylor’s approach in several interre- 
lated and crucial respects.

The first problem has to do with its failure to adequately confront the dual
structureofcolonialismitself.Fanoninsisted, for example, thatacolonialcon-
guration of power could be transformed only if attacked at both levels of 

operation: the objective and the subjective.^ This point is made at the outset 
Black Skin, White Mash and reverberates throughout all of Fanon’s work 

^indicated m bs introduction, although a significant amount of Black Skin, 
White Ma^ would highlight and explore the “psychological” terrain of colo- 
mahsm, this would not be done in a manner decoupled from an analysis of 
Its struct!^ or material foundations. Indeed, Fanon claimed that there “wiU 
be an authentic chsalienation” of the colonized subject “only to the degree to 
w ch thmgs, m the most materialistic meaning of the word, [are] returned to 
ben proper places.”^ Hence the term “sociodiagnostic” for Fanon’s project: 

there is an inferiority complex, it is the outcome of a double process

®"bsequently the internalization... ofhis inferior- 
ity. In Fanon, colomal-capitalist exploitation and domination is correctly 
situated alongside misrecognition and alienation as foundational sources of
coomalmjustice. The Negro problem,” writes Fanon, “does not resolve itself
into the problem of Negroes living among white men but rather of Negroes

emg ei^loited, enslaved, despised by a colonialist, capitalist society that is 
only accidentally white.”'^ /

P“°°^«enoughofaMarxisttounderstandtheroleplayedbycapitalism
in exasperating hierarchical relations of recognition. However, he L also 

much more perceptive than many Marxists ofhis day in his insistence that the 
su jective realm of colonialism be the target of strategic transformation along 
with the socioeconomic structure. The colonized person “must wage war on
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both levels,” insisted Fanon. “Since historically they influence ea<^ other any
unilateralUberationis incomplete,andthegravestmistakewouldbetobeheve
in theirautomaticinterdependence-For Fanon, attacking colomalpoweron
onefront,inotherwords,wouldnotguaranteethesubversionofiseffectson
the other “This is why a Marxist analysis should always be slightly stretched 
when it comes to addressing the colonial issue,” Fanon woifld later wite m 
The Wretched of the Earth.^ Here, I would argue that Fanons stretching 
the Marxist paradigm constitutes one of the most innovative contributions 
to classical Marxist debates on ideology. Unlike the position of, say, Georg
Lukacs,whoboldlyclaimedinHi5tory«ndaassConsc,o«sne55thatthereis
problem” and therefore “no solution that does not ifltimately lead ba^k to 
L question of economic structure,- Fanon revealed the ways m which those 

axes of domination historically relegated in Marxism to the superstructura 
realm-such as racism and the effects ithas on those subject to it-couldsu 
stantively configure the character of social relations relatively autonomous y

from capitalist economics.
Lately a number of scholars have taken aim at the contribution of reco^- 

tion theorists like Taylor on analogous grounds: that then work offer.httle 
insight into how to address the more overtly structural ^
mres of social oppression.-Wehavealsobeentoldthatthislackof^^^^^^^
contributed toashift in the terrain of contemporarypohticalthoughtandprac-

tice more generally-from “redistribution to recognition, to use Nancy Fraser s 
formulatiL. According to Fraser, whereas proponents of redistribution ten 

to highlight and confront injustices in the economic sphere, advocates o 
newer “politics of recognition tend to focus on and attack injustices m he 
cultur/realm. On the redistribution front, proposed remedies for mjustic 

range between “affirmative” strategies, hke the administration of welfare, to
more “transformative” methods,likethetransformationofthecapitahstmoe
of production itself. In contrast, strategies aimed at injustices associated vnth 
misrecognition tend to focus on “cultural and symbolic change. Again, this 
could involve “affirmative” approaches, such as the recogmtion and rea a
tionofpreviouslydisparagedidentities,orthese strategies couldadoptamor

“transformative” form, such as the “deconstruction” of dominant pattern
representation”inwaysthatwould“changeeveryone’ssocialidentities_

I think that Fanon's work, which anticipates the recogmtion/redistnbuti 
debatebyhalfacentury,highhghtsseveralkeyshortcomingsintheapproaches
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of both Taylor and Fraser. Taylors approach is insufficient insofar as it tends 
to, at its best, address the pohtical economy of colonialism in a strictly “affir
mative” manner: through reformist state redistribution schemes like granting 
certain cultural rights and concessions to Aboriginal communities via self- 
government and land claims packages. Although this approach may alter the 
intensity of some of the effects of colonial-capitahst exploitation and domina
tion, it does little to address their generative structures, in this case a capitahst 
economy constituted by racial and gender hierarchies and the colonial state. 
When his work is at its weakest, however, Taylor tends to focus on the recog
nition end of the spectrum too much, and as a result leaves uninterrogated 
coloniahsms deep-seated structural features. Richard J. F. Day has succinctly 
framed the problem this'Way: “Although Taylor’s recognition model allows 
for diversity of culture within a particular state by admitting the possibility of 
multiple national identifications,” it is less “permissive with regard to polity 
and economy... in assuming that any subaltern group that is granted [recog
nition] will thereby acquire a subordinate articulation with a capitalist state"^ 

Seen from this angle, Taylor’s theory leaves one of the two operative levels of 
colonial power identified by Fanon imtouched.

This line of criticism is weU worn and can be traced back to at least the 
work of early Karl Marx. As such, I doubt that many would be surprised that 
Taylor’s variant of liberalism as liberalism fails to confront the structural or 
economic aspects of colonialism at its generative roots. To my mind, how
ever, this shortcoming in Taylor’s approach is particularly surprising given the 
fact that, although many Indigenous leaders and communities today tend to 
instrumentally couch their claims in reformist terms, this has not always been 
the case: indeed, historically. Indigenous demands for cultural recognition have 
often been expressed in ways that have explicitly called into question the dom
inating nature of capitalist social relations and the state form.^^ And the same 
can be said of a growing number of today’s most prominent Indigenous schol
ars and activists.^^ Mohawk pohtical scientist Taiaiake Alfred, for example, has 
repeatedly argued that the goal of any traditionally rooted self-determination 
struggle ought to be to protect that which constitutes the “heart and soul of 
[ijndigenous nations: a set of values that challenge the homogenizing force 
ofWestern liberahsm and free-market capitalism; that honor the autonomy of 
individual conscience, non-coercive authority, and the deep interconnection 
between human beings and other elements of creation.”^^ For Alfred, this
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vision is not only embodied in the practical philosophies and ethical systems 
of many of North Americas Indigenous societies, but also flows from a “real
ization that capitahst economics and hberal delusions of progress” have his
torically served as the “engines of colonial aggression and injustice” itself.*^ 
My point here is that an approach that is expUcitly oriented around dialog and 
hstening ought to be more sensitive to the claims and challenges emanating 
from these dissenting Indigenous voices.'^^

However, if Taylor’s account pays insufScient attention to the clearly struc
tural and economic realm of domination, then Fraser’s does so from the oppo
site angle. In order to avoid what she sees as the pitfalls associated with the 
pohtics of recognition’s latent essentiahsm and displacement of questions of 
distributive justice, Fraser proposes a means of integrating struggles for recog
nition with those of redistribution without subordinating one to the other. 
To this end, Fraser suggests that instead of understanding recognition as the 
revaluation of cultural or group-specific identity, and misrecognition as the 
disparagement of such identity and its consequent effects on the subjectivities 
of minorities, recognition and misrecognition should be conceived of in terms 
of the “institutionahzed patterns of value” that affect one’s abihty to partici
pate as a peer in social hfe. “To view recognition” in this manner, writes Fraser, 
“is to treat it as an issue of social status"^^

Although Fraser’s status model allows her to curtail some of the problems 
she attributes to identity pohtics, it does so at the expense of addressing two 
of the most pertinent features of injustices related to mis- or nonrecognition 
in colonial contexts. First, when apphed to Indigenous struggles for recogni
tion, Fraser’s status model rests on the problematic background assumption 
that the settler state constitutes a legitimate framework within which Indige
nous peoples might be more justly included, or from which they could be 
further excluded. Here Fraser, hke Taylor, leaves intact two features of colonial 
domination that Indigenous assertions of nationhood callji:rto_guestion:jhe

L legitimacy of the settler state’s claim to sovereignty over Indigenous people and 
.their territories on the one hand, and the normative status of the state-form 
as.aa-^ptnpriate mode qf governance on the olher.^’ Indeed, at one point in 
her well-known exchange with Axel Honneth, Fraser hints at her theory’s 
weakness in this regard. While discussing the work of Will Kymhcka, Fraser 
admits that her status model may not be as suited to situations where claims 
for recognition contest a current distribution of state sovereignty. Where
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Kymhcka’s approach is tailored to demands for recognition in multinational 
societies, Fraser’s project, we are told, seeks to address such demands in “poly
ethnic” pohties like the United States.^* The problem with this caveat, how
ever, is that it is premised on a misrecognition of its own: namely, that as a 
state founded on the dispossessed territories of previously self-determining 
but now colonized Indigenous nations, the United States is a multinational 
state in much the way that Canada is. My second concern is this: if many of 
today s most volatile political conflicts do include subjective or psychological 
dimensions to them in the way that Fraser admits (and Taylor and Fanon 
describe), then I fear her approach, which attempts to eschew a direct engage
ment with this aspect of social oppression, risks leaving an important con
tributing dynamic to identity-related forms of domination unchecked. By 
avoiding this “psychologizing” tendency within the pohtics of recognition, 
Fraser claims to have located what is wrong with misrecognition in “social 
relations” and not “individual or interpersonal psychology.” This is preferable, 
we are told, because when misrecognition “is identified with int-pmal distor
tions in the structure of the consciousness of the oppressed, it is but a short 
step to blaming the victim.”^® This does not have to be the case. Fanon, for 
example, was unambiguous with respect to locating the cause of the “inferior
ity complex” of colonized subjects in the colonial social structure.*® The prob
lem, however, is that anypsychological problems that ensue, although socially 
constituted, can take on a life of their own, and thus need to be dealt with 
independently and in accordance with their own specific logics. As mentioned 
previously, Fanon was insistent that a change in the social structure would 
not guarantee a change in the subjectivities of the oppressed. Stated simply, 
if Fanon s insight into the interdependent yet semi-autonomous nature of 
the two facets of colonial power is correct, then dumping all our efibrts into 
alleviating the institutional or structural impediments to participatory parity 
(whether redistributive or recognitive) may not do anything to undercut the 
debilitating forms of unfreedom related to misrecognition in the traditional 
sense.*^

This brings us to the second key problem with Taylor’s theory when 
applied to colonial contexts. I have already suggested that Taylor’s liberal- 
recognition approach is incapable of curbing the damages wrought within and 
against Indigenous communities by the structiures of state and capital, but 
what about his theory of recognition? Does it suffer the same fete vis-Ji-vis the
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forms of power that it seeks to undercut? As noted in the previous section, 
underlying Taylor s theory is the assumption that the flourishing of Indigenous 
peoples as distinct and self-determining entities is significantly dependent on 
their being afforded cultural recognition and institutional accommodation by 
the setder state apparatus. What makes this approach both so intriguing and 
so problematic, however, is that Fanon, whom Taylor uses to make his case, 
argued against a similar presumption in the penultimate chapter of Black Skin, 

White Masks. Moreover, like Taylor, Fanon did so with reference to Hegel’s 
master/slave parable. There Fanon argued that the dialectical progression 
to reciprocity in relations of recognition is frequently undermined in colonial 
situations by the fact that, unhke the subjugated slave in Hegel’s Phenomenol- 

ogy of Spirit, many colonized societies no longer have to struggle for their free
dom and independence. It is often negotiated, achieved through constitutional 
amendment, or simply "diSEre^ by the seSirltate a^^dbejtg^idi^n the 

---~~hi^geHt>us4^opuktionin^^oim of poliSc^nghtsrWKatev^ tEe method, in 

v5 these circumstan^'the colonized, “steeped in the inessentiahty of servitude, 
are "set free by [the] mastery^ “One day the White Master, without conflict, 

recognize [s] the Negro slave.’’** As such, they do not have to lay down their 
lives to prove their “certainty of being’’ in the way that Hegel insisted.*^ The 
“upheaval” of formal freedom and independence thus reaches the colonized 
“from without": “The black man [is] acted upon. Values that [are] not... cre
ated by his actions, values that [are] not... bom of the systoUc tide of his 
blood, [dance] in a hued whirl around him. The upheaval [does] not make 
a difference in the Negro. He [goes] from one way of life to another, but not 

from one life to anothery There are a number of important issues underlying 
Fanon’s concern here. The first involves the relationship he draws between 
struggle and the disalienation of the colonized subject. For Fanon it is through 
stmggle and conflict (and for the later Fanon, violent stmggle and conflict) 
that imperial subjects come to be rid of the “arsenal of complexes driven into 
the core of their being through the colonial process.** I will have more to say 
about this aspect of Fanon’s thought below, but for now I simply want to flag 
the fact that struggle serves as the mediating force through which the colo
nized come to shed their colonial identities, thus restoring them to their 
“proper places.”*^ In contexts where recognition is conferred without strug
gle or conflict, this fundamental self-transformation—or as Lou Turner has 
put it, this “inner differentiation” at the level of the colonized’s being—cannot
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occur, thus foreclosing the reahzation of freedom. Hence Fanon’s claim that 
the colonized simply go from “one way of life to another, but not from one life 
to another"; the structure of domination is modified, but the subject position 
of the colonized remains unchanged—they become “emancipated slaves.”** 

The second important point to note is that when Fanon speaks of a lack of 
struggle in the decolonization movements of his day, he does not mean to sug
gest that the colonized in these contexts simply remained passive recipients 
of colonial practices. He readily admits, for example, that “from time to time” 
the colonized may indeed fight “for Liberty and Justice.” However, when this 
fight is carried out in a manner that does not pose a foundational “break” with 
the background structures of colonial power as such—which, for Fanon, will 
always invoke struggle and conflict—then the best the colonized can hope for 
is “white hberty and white justice; that is, values secreted by [their] masters.”*’ 
Without conflict and struggle the terms of recognition tend to remain in the 
possession of those in power to bestow on their inferiors in ways that they 
deem appropriate.’® Note the double level of subjection here: without trans
formative struggle constituting an integral aspect of anticolonial praxis the 
Indigenous population will not only remain subjects of imperial rule insofar as 
they have not gone through a process of purging the psycho-existential com
plexes battered into them over the course of their colonial experience—a pro
cess of strategic desubjectification—but they will also remain so in that the 
Indigenous society will tend to come to see the forms of structurally limited 
and constrained recognition conferred to them by their colonial “masters” as 

their own: that is, the colonized will begin to identify with “white hberty*hnd 
white justice.” As Fanon would later phrase it in The Wretched of the Earth, these 
values eventually “seep” into the colonized and subtly structure and limit the 
possibility of their freedom.’^ Either way, for Fanon, the colonized will have 
failed to reestablish themselves as truly self-determinin^^s creators of the 

terms, values, and conditions by which they are to be recognized.’^
My third concern with Taylor’s politics of recognition involves a misguided 

sociological assumption that undergirds his appropriation of Hegel’s notion 
of mutual recognition. As noted in the previous section, at the heart of Hegel’s 
master/slave dialectic is the idea that both parties engaged in the struggle for 
recognition are dependent on the other’s acknowledgment for their freedom 
and self-worth. Moreover, Hegel asserts that this dependency is even more 
crucial for the master in the relationship, for unlike the slave he or she is unable

« -0
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to achieve independence and objective self-certainty through the object of 
his or her own labor. Mutual dependency thus appears to be the background 
condition that ensures the dialectic progress towards reciprocity. This is why 
Taylor claims, with reference to Hegel, that “the struggle for recognition can 
only find one satisfactory solution, and that is a regime of reciprocal recognition 

among equalsP^ However, as Fanon’s work reminds us, the problem with this 
formulation is that when applied to actual struggles for recognition between 
hegemonic and subaltern communities the mutual character of dependency 
rarely exists. This observation is made in a lengthy footnote in Black Skin, 

White Masks where Fanon claims to have shown how the colonial master 
“basically differs” from the master depicted in Hegel’s Phenomenology of Spirit. 

“For Hegel there is reciprocity,” but in the colonies “the master laughs at the 
consciousness of the slave. What he wants from the slave is not recognition but 

workP* To my mind this is one of the most crucial passages in Black Skin, 

White Masks for it outlines in precise terms what is wrong with the recogni
tion paradigm when abstracted from the face-to-face encounter in Hegel’s dia
lectic and apphed to colonial situations. Although the issue here is an obvious 

^^one, it has nonetheless been critically overlooked in the contemporary recog- 
nition hterature: in relations of domination that exist between nation-states 

^ ^ and the sub-state national groups that they “incorporate” into their territorial 

and jurisdictional boundaries, there is no mutual dependency ig, terms of a 
need or desire for recognitioqT^In these contexts, themaster”—that is, the 

^"colonial state and state SLOciets^i^^s^STf^^^ggc^nM^ firom the pre

viously self-determining commimiti6s upon wtuch Itsterritorial, economic, 
and social infrastructure is constituted. What it needs is land, labor, and 
resources.^^ Thus, rather than leading to a condition of reciprocity the dialec
tic either breaks down with the exphcit nonrecognition of the equal status of 

/ the colonized population, or with the strategic “domestication” of the terms 

of recognition leaving the foimdation of the colonial relationship relatively 
undisturbed.^

Anyone familiar with the power dynamics that structure the Aboriginal 
rights movement in Canada should immediately see the applicability of Fanon’s 
insights here. Indeed, one need not expend much effort to elicit the countless 
ways in which the hberal discourse of recognition has been limited and con
strained by the state, the courts, corporate interests, and pohcy makers in ways 
that have helped preserve the colonial status quo. With respect to the law, for

F
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example, over the last thirty years the Supreme Court of Canada has consis
tently refiised to recognize Aboriginal peoples’ equal and self-determining 
status based on its adherence to legal precedent founded on the white suprem- 
aast myth that Indigenous societies were too primitive to bear political rights 
when they first encountered European powers.^s Thus, even though the courts 
have secured an unprecedented degree of protection for certain “cultural” 
practices within the state, they have nonetheless repeatedly refiised to chal
lenge the racist origin of Canada’s assumed sovereign authority over Indige
nous peoples and their territories. lf^cL,cSloN li Ncr

The political and economic ramifications of recent Aborig^^^i'^te^j;^!^^''^'^ 
isprudence have been clear-cut. In Delgamuukw v. British Columbia it was 
declared that any residual Aboriginal rights that may have survived the unilat
eral assertion of Crown sovereignty could be infiringed upon by the federal 
Md provmcial governments so long as this action could be shown to fiirther 
a compelling and substantial legislative objective” that is “consistent with 

the special fiduciary relationship between the Crown and the [Ajboriginal 
peoples.” What substantial objectives might justify infiingement? According 
to the court, virtually any exploitative economic venture, including the “devel
opment of agriculture, forestry, mining, and hydroelectric power, the general 
economic development of the interior of British Columbia, protection of the 
environment or endangered species, and the building of infirastructure and 
the settlement of foreign populations to support those aims.”^® So today it 
appears, much as it did in Fanon’s day, that colonial powers will only recog
nize the coUective rights and identities of Indigenous peoples insofar as this 
recognition does not throw into question the background legal, political, and 

economic firamework of the colonial relationship ii.plf so
confirm only one aspect-;?7a;on’s

the problem of recognition in colonial contexts: namely, the limitations this 
approach runs up against when pitted against these overtly structural expres
sions of domination. Are his criticisms and concerns equally relevant to the 
subjective or psycho-affective features of contemporary colonial power?

With respect to the forms of racist recognition driven into the psyches of 
Indigenous peoples through the institutions of the state, church, schools, 
and media, and by racist individuals within the dominant society, the answer 
is clearly yes. Countless studies, novels, and autobiographical narratives have 
outlined, in painfiil detail, how these expressions have saddled individuals
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with low self-esteem, depression, alcohol and drug abuse, and violent behav
iors directed both inward against the self and outward toward others.

Similarly convincing arguments have been made concerning the limited 
forms of recognition and accommodation offered to Indigenous commumties 
by the state. For example, Taiaiake Alfred’s work unpacks the ways m which 
the state institutional and discursive fields within and against which Indige 
nous demands for recognition are made and adjudicated can come to shape 
the self-understandings of the Indigenous claimants involved. The probl 
for Alfred is that these fields are by no means neutral: they are profoundly 
hierarchical and as such have the ability to asymmetrically govern how Indig
enous subjects think and act not only in relation to the reco^iUon claim a 
hand, but also in relation to themselves, to others, and the land This is wha 
take Alfred to mean when he suggests, echoing Fanon, that the dominance 
of the legal approach to self-determination has over time helped produce a

^ classofAboriginal“citizens’’whoseri^itsand^d«^^
f mrr- to th^lonial state and its legal apparatos than the history

e economic development have already faci
I S itated the creation of an emergent Aboriginal bourgeoisie whose f^st for

r profithascometooutweightheirancestralobhgationstothelandandtoo -
» L Whatever the method, the point here is that these strategies threaten to 

erode the most egahtarian, nonauthoritarian, and sustainable characteristics 
r of traditional Indigenous cultural practices and forms of social orgamzation.

I Self-Recognition AND Anticolonial E f6< 1
The argument sketched to this point is bleak in its impUcations. Weed, left ^ 
as is, it would appear that recognition inevitably leads to subjection, and as ^ 
such much of what Indigenous peoples have sought over the last forty years«^ 
to secure their freedom has in practice cunningly assured its opposite. Inter-, ^ 
preted this way, my line of argument appears to adhere to an outdated con- 
Ltion of power, one in which postcolonial critics, often reacting against the 
Zs of Fanon and others, have worked so diUgently to refiite. T^e imphcation
ofthis view is thatindigenous subjects are alwaysbeinginterpellatedby recog
nition, being constructed by colonial discourse, or being assimilated by co o- 
nial power structures.*^ As a result, resistance to this totahzing power is often 

] portrayed as an inherently reactionary, zero-sum project. To the degree tha
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Fanon can be implicated in espousing such a totalizing view of colonial power, 
it has been suggested that he was unable to escape the Manichean logic so 
essential in propping up relations of colonial domination to begin with.**

I want to defend Fanon, at least partially, from the charge that he advocated 
such a devastating view of power. However, in order to assess the degree to 
which Fanon anticipates and accounts for this general line of criticism, we 
must unpack his theory of anticolonial agency and empowerment.

As argued throughout the preceding pages, Fanon did not attribute much 
emancipatory potential to Hegel’s politics of recognition when applied to colo
nial situations. Yet this is not to say that he rejected the recognition paradigm 
entirely. As we have seen, like Hegel and Taylor, Fanon ascribed to the notion 
that relations of recognition are constitutive of subjectivity and that, when un
equal, they can foreclose the realization of human freedom. On the latter point, 
however, he was deeply skeptical as to whether the mutuality envisioned by 
Hegel was achievable in the conditions indicative of contemporary colonialism. 
But if Fanon did not see freedom as naturally emanating from the slave being 
granted recognition from his or her master, where, if at all, did it originate?** 

In effect, Fanon claimed that the pathway to self-determination instead 
lay in a quasi-Nietzschean form of personal and collective se//-afiirmation.** 
Rather than remaining dependent on their oppressors for their freedom and 
self-worth, Fanon recognized that the colonized must instead struggle to work 
through their alienation/subjection against the objectifying gaze and assimi
lative lure of colonial recognition. According to Fanon, it is this self-initiated 
process that “triggers a change of fundamental importance in the colonized’s 
psycho-affective equihbrium.’’*^ According to this view, the colonized must 
initiate the process of decolonization by first recognizing themselves as free, 
dignified, and distinct contributors to humanity. Unlike Nietzsche, however, 
Fanon equated this process of self-recognition with the praxis undertaken by 
the slave in Hegel’s Phenomenology of Spirit, which Fanon saw as illustrating 
the necessity on the part of the oppressed to “turn away” from their other- 
oriented master-dependency, and to instead struggle for freedom on their 
own terms and in accordance with their own values.** I would also argue that 
this is why Fanon, although critical of the at times bourgeois and essentialist 
character of certain works within the negritude tradition, nonetheless saw the 
project as necessary.*’ Fanon was attuned to ways in which the individual and 
collective revaluation of black culture and identity could serve as a source of
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pride and empowerment, and if approached critically and directed appropri
ately, could help jolt the colonized into an “actional” existence, as opposed 
to a “reactional” one characterized by ressentiment.'^ As Robert Young notes 
in the context of Third World decolonization, it was this initial process of 
collective self-afl5rmation that led many colonized populations to develop a 
“distinctive postcolonial epistemology and ontology” which enabled them to 
begin to conceive of and construct alternatives to the colonial project itself.®^

I would argue that Fanon s call in Black Skin, White Masks for a simultaneous 
turn inward and away from the master, far from espousing a rigidly binaristic 
Manichean view of power relations, instead reflects a profound understand
ing of the complexity involved in contests over recognition in colonial and 
raciahzed environments. Unhke Hegel’s hfe-and-death struggle between two 
opposing forces, Fanon added a multidimensional racial/cultural aspect to 
the dialectic, thereby underscoring the multifrrious web of recognition rela
tions that are at work in constructing identities and estabhshing (or under
mining) the conditions necessary for human freedom and flourishing. Fanon 
showed that the power dynamics in which identities are formed and deformed 
were nothing like the hegemon/subaltern binary depicted by Hegel. In an 
anticipatory way, then, Fanon’s insight can also be said to challenge the' overly 
negative and all-subjectifying view of interpellation that would plague Althus
ser’s theory of ideology more than a decade later. For Althusser, the process of 
interpellation always took the form of “a fundamental misrecognition” that 
served to produce within individuals the “specific characteristics and desires 
that commit them to the very actions that are required of them by their [sub
ordinate] class position.”’^ Fanon’s innovation was that he showed how similar 
recognitive processes worked to “call forth” and empower individuals within 
communities of resistance.’^

This is not to say, of course, that Fanon was able to completely escape the 
“Manicheism dehrium” that he was so astute at diagnosing.’^ Those famihar 
with the legacy of Fanon’s later work, for example, know that the “actional” 
existence that he saw self-recognition initiating in Black Skin, White Masks 

would in The Wretched of the Earth take the form of a direct and violent 
engagement with the colonial society and its institutional structure. “At the 
very moment [the colonized come to] discover their humanity,” wrote Fanon, 
they must “begin to sharpen their weapons to secure its victory.”^^ In Fanon’s 
later work, violence would come to serve as a “kind of psychotherapy of the
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oppressed,” offering “a primary form of agency through which the subject 
moves from non-being to being, from object to subject.”’^ In this sense, the 
practice of revolutionary violence, rather than the afiirmative recognition of 
the other, offered the most effective means to transform the subjectivities of 
the colonized, as weU as to topple the social structure that produced colonized 
subjects to begin with.

Turning Our Backs on Colonial Power?

Before concluding this chapter, I want to briefly address an important coun
terargument to the position I am advocating here, especially regarding the 
call to selectively “turn away” from engaging the discourses and structures of 
settler-colonial power with the aim of transforming these sites from within. 
Dale Turner offers such an argument in his book This Is Not a Peace Pipe: 

Towards a Critical Indigenous Philosophy, in which he advances the claim that if 
Indigenous peoples want the relationship between themselves and the Cana
dian state to be informed by their distinct worldviews, then "they wiU have 
to engage the state’s legal and political discourses in more effective ways.”’^ 
Underlying Turner’s theoretical intervention is the assumption that colonial 
relations of power operate primarily by excludine the perspectives of Indige
nous peoples from the discursive and institutional sites that give their rights 
content. Assuming this is true, then it would indeed appear that “critically 
undermining colonialism” requires that Indigenous peoples find more effec- ’ 
tive ways of “participating in the Canadian legal and political practices that 
determine the meaning of Aboriginal rights.”’*

For Turner, one of the preconditions for establishing a “postcolonial” rela
tionship is the development of an intellectual community of Indigenous “word 
warriors” capable of engaging the legal and poHtical discourses of the state. 
According to Turner, because it is an unfortunate but unavoidable fact that 
the rights of Indigenous peoples will for the foreseeable future be largely inter
preted by non-Indigenous judges and pohcy makers within non-Indigenous 
mstitutions, it is imperative that Indigenous communities develop the capac
ity to effectively interject our unique perspectives into the conceptual spaces 
where our rights are framed. It is on this last point that Turner claims to distin
guish his approach from the work of Indigenous intellectuals like Patricia Mon-
ture and Taiaiake Alfred. Turner claims that the problem with the decolonial 
strategies developed by these scholars is that they fail to propose a means of

/
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effecting positive change within the very legal and political structures that cur
rently hold a monopoly on the power to determine the scope and content of 
our rights. According to Turner, by focusing too heavily on tactics that would 
see us “turn our backs” on the institutions of colonial power, these Indigenous 
scholars do not provide the tools required to protect us against the unilateral 
construction of our rights by settler-state institutions. For Turner, it is through 
an ethics of participation that Indigenous peoples can better hope to “shape 
the legal and political relationship so that it respects Indigenous world views.”*’ 

The efficacy of Turner’s intervention rests on a crucial theoretical assump
tion reflected in his text’s quasi-Foucauldian use of the term discourse. 1 say 
quasi-Foucauldian because when he refers to the discursive practices of word 
warriors he assumes that these pack the “power” necessary to transform the 
legal and pohtical discourses of the state into something more amenable to 
Indigenous languages of political thought. Here Turner assumes that the coim- 
terdiscourses that word warriors interject into the field of Canadian law and 
politics have the capacity to shape and govern the ways in which Aborigi
nal rights are reasoned about and acted on. The problem, however, is that 
Turner is less willing to attribute the same degree of power to the l^gaj and 
political discourses of the state. This is what I mean when I claim that his use of 
the concept is quosi-Foucauldian. When Tinner speaks of the legal and politi
cal discourses of the state, he spends httle time discussing the assimilative 
power that these potentially hold in relation to the word warriors that are to 
engage them. Indeed, the only place he does briefly mention this is at the end 
of his final chapter, when he writes:

For an indigenous person the problem of assimilation is always close at hand. 
The anxiety generated by moving between intellectual cultures is real, and 
many indigenous intellectuals find it easier to become part of mainstream cul
ture. This kind of assimilation will always exist, and it may not always be a bad 
thing for indigenous peoples as a whole. It becomes dangerous when indige
nous intellectuals become subsumed or appropriated by the dominant culture 
yet continue to act as if they were word warriors.'”®

Here we reach a limit in Turner’s argument: there is little discussion of how 
Indigenous peoples might curb the risks of interpellation as they seek to inter

polate the much more powerful discursive economy of the Canadian legal and
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polMcd Alftough T™.r repeatedly auggea.s that pat. of dte a™™,
to a,, problem Bee in the ability of word wartiora to remain grounded in *e 

ought and practices of their communities, in the end he spends little time 
discussing what this might entail in practice.

Further, whfle Turner is right to pay attention to discursive forms ofpower, 
bs analysis eclipses the role that nondiscursive configurations play in repro- 
ducmg colomal relations. My concern here is that the problem with the legal 
^d pohtical discourses of the state is not only that they enjoy hegemonic sL 

tus V1S-4-V1S Indigenous discourses, but that they are also backed by and hope- 
essty ^twined wiffi the economic, political, and military might of the state 

Itself. Iffiis means that Indigenous peoples must be able to account for these 
matenal relations as well, which would require an exploration of theories and
practices thatmovebeyondliberalandideationalformsofdiscursive transfor
mation. While I recognize that this might be beyond the scope of Turner’s
investigation,Ithink that speaking to the diversityofformsofdecolonial prac
tice would have made his case more convincing.

One of the important insights of Fanon’s critique of the pohtics of recogni
tion IS that It provides us with theoretical tools that enable us to determine the
relative^ansformabihtyofcertain fields ofcolonialpower over others. These
tools subsequently put us in a better position to critically assess which strate
gies hold the most promise, and which others are more susceptible to failure.

Conclusion

In retrospect, Fanon appears to have overstated the “cleansing” value he attrib
uted to anticolonial violence.'”' Indeed, one could argue that many Algerians 
have yet to fully recover fi:om the legacy left from the eight years of carnage 
and brut^ty that constituted Algeria’s war of independence with France. Nor 
^ the Front de Liberation Nationale’s (FLN) revolutionary seizure of the 
^gerian state apparatus enough to stave ofl^what Fanon would caU “the curse 
o Lnationd] independence”: namely, the subjectioh of the newly “liberated” 
people^d territories to the tyranny of the market and a postindependence 
class of bourgeois national elites.'” But if Fanon ultimately overstated vio
lences role as the “perfect mediation” through which the colonized come to 
hberate themselves from both the structural and psycho-affective features of 
colomal domination that he identified so masterfully, then what is the rele
vance of his work here and now?'”
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In this chapter I have suggested that Fanon’s insights into the subjectifying 
nature of colonial recognition are as appUcable today to the liberal "politics 
of recognition” as they were when he first formulated his critique of Hegel’s 
master/slave relation. I have also suggested that Fanons dual-structixred con
ception of colonial power still captures the subtle (and not so subtle) ways in 
which a system of settler-state domination that does not sustain itself exclu
sively by force is reproduced over time. As Taiaiake Alfred argues^ under these 
“postmodern” imperial conditions “oppression has become increasingly invisi
ble; [it is] no longer constituted in conventional terms of mihtary occupation, 
onerous taxation burdens, blatant land thefts, etc., but rather through a fluid 
confluence of pohtics, economics, psychology and culture.”'®^ But if the dis
persal and effects of colonial and state power are now so diffuse, how is one to 
transform or resist them? Here I believe that Fanons work remains insightful. 
In that all important footnote in Black Skin, White Masks where Fanon claimed 
to show how the condition of the slave in the Phenomenology of Spirit differed 
from those in the colonies, he suggested that Hegel provided a partial answer; 
that those struggling against colonialism must turn away from the colonial 
state and society and instead find in their own decolonial praxis the source of 
their liberation. Today this process will and must continue to involve some 
form of critical individual and collective self-recognition on the part of Indige
nous societies, not only in an instrumental sense like Fanon seemed to have 
envisioned it, but with the understanding that our cultural practices have 
much to offer regarding the establishment of relationships within and between 
peoples and the natural world built on principles of reciprocity and respect
ful coexistence. Also, the empowerment that is derived from this critically 
self-afiirmative and self-transformative ethics of desubjectification must be 
cautiously directed away from the assimilative liure of the statist pohtics of 
recognition, and instead be fashioned toward our own on-the-ground strug
gles of freedom. As the feminist, antiracist theorist bell hooks explains, such 
a project would minimally require that we stop being so preoccupied with 
looking “to that Other for recognition”; instead we should be “recogmzing 
ourselves and [then seeking to] make contact with all who would engage us 
in a constructive manner.”*®* In my concluding chapter I flesh-out what such a 
pohtics might look hke in the present; a pohtics that is less oriented around 
attaining a definitive form of affirmative recognition from the settler state and 
society, and more about criticaUy reevaluating, reconstructing, and redeploying
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Indigenous cultural forms in ways that seek to prefigure, alongside those with 
similar ethical commitments, radical alternatives to the structural and psycho- 
affective facets of colonial domination discussed above. However, before I 
can commence with this concluding part of my project, Fanons critique of 
recognition must first be evaluated against the pohtics of recognition as it has 
played out in the empirical context of Indigenous-state relations in Canada. 
Providing such an evaluation wiU be my focus in the next three chapters.
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